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Comrades:

Cold and rain have already sttated on the Aragon plateau; our
comrades fighting for the workers' revolution have to stay for hours
exposed to the weather; Gather sweaters and raincoats for them; do
what you can to help wfn the Spanish revolution upon which
depends the future of the working class.

(Photos from the Aragon Front)
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The present struggle in Spain is not between bourgeois de-

mocracy and fascism, but between socialism and capitalism.
The prolctriat is not fighting in arms for the democratic re-
public, and the international bourgeoisie is well aware of the
f a c t . This the rcctson it lends such bcrafaced aid to the fas-
cists in Spain, believing that only thus can the final triumph
of the proletarian revolution be avoided. If the fascist powers
in Europe thought that the end of this struggle would be a
return to Azana's Republic they would be very much less in-
terested in the Spanish events. Fascism knows that when we
win, the Socialist Revolution will come to its own throughout
the world.

Bourgeois democracy in this country has had its day and
passed into history. The working class is the only class which
can have political rights in the new regime.

It is necessary to point out that the revolution in Catalo-
nia is more advanced than in the rest of Spain. To say this
does not mean that ice do not believe in the revolutionary ca-
pacity of the Spanish proletariat. What is happening in the
rest of Spam is that the big working class organizations are pro-
pagating, the confused ideology of the popular front and des~
perately trying to turn the workers' movement away from its
socialistic direction.

The same thing would be occuring in Catalonia today if
rhesc same parties and organizations had the hegemony which
they exercise in the rest of Spain. But here the movement
took on a definite proletarian character from the very begin-
ning because the two big workers organizations in Catalonia
—the P. O. U. M. and the C. N. T.— are not intoxicated with
the popular front policy.

Here in Catalonia we have a government which, without
being cntiriy working class, has so far worked along socialistic
lines. The special circumstances of the present time have made
possible and even inevitable a coalition with petty bourgeois par-
ties. For thi's reason we were unable to deny our collaboration
so long as the new government fulfilled two conditions: 1) that
it had a workers' majority, and 2), that it should declare for
the execution of a socialist program.

Obviously if it had been possible to continue with dual
power in Catalonia with impunity, we would have prolonged
it until the taking of full power by the workers, but we are
facing a civil war and not an imperialist war. In 1917, the Rus-
sian Bolshevik party, in face of the imperialist war, was obli-
ged to stay outside the provisional government exactly on ac-

count of this imperialist war for which the inevitable slogan
was «Peace, peace at any price)). That not only served to put
one the most revolutionary principles into practice,, but also
to unmask the bourgeoisie who were hiding their imperialistic
ends under patriotic demagogy. At that time the continuation
of the war would have been a betrayal of the working class,
and under these circumstances the party could not consent to
enter into any kind of agreement with the parties who were
in power. Hence their slogans against the provisional govern-
ment and the war, slogans which did a great d'eal towards gi-
ving them power.

But of course the case 3n Spain is not the same. Here our
-war slogan is to continue «to the end». The Catalan petty bour-
geoisie cry «to conquer or to die)) with us at the front, and
whether we like it or 7iot, we are forced to accept them as
precious and indispensable help in our war against fascism.
Furthermore the prolongation of, dual power in Catalan^
seemed like a contradiction in the face of the need for centra-
lizing the power for the more effective struggle against fas-
cism. Class collaboration has proved to be a crime when any
party or organization which terms itself revolutionary follows
on the tail of the petty bourgeoisie and plays the game of the
bourgeoisie at the expense of the working class. But in Bar-
celona the queston is: Are we collaborating wHh the petty bour-
geoisie or are the petty bourgeoisie collaborating with us? Are
we in Barcelona doing as Madrid does, following on the tail
of the petty bourgeoisie and cheering the stabilization of the
bourgeois democratic republ'-c? Do not the P. O. U. M. and the
comrades in the C. N. T. constitute a ivorkers bloc sufficiently
revolutionary to be able to give a revolutionary orientation to
the council of the Generality capable of making it advance
towards the revolution and its social concepts? Are the C. N. T.
and the F. A. I., in spite of their idealist philosophy which
revolutionary events are fast removing from them, petty
bourgeois organisations?

We have been able to secure a workers majority in the
Council of the Generality. Certain orthodox marxists, who be-
lieve that there must not ever be any variation from copying
the Russian revolution, are unable to draw consequences from
the admitted differences of our revolution from the Russian
(among other things the question of the trades-unions). The
Council of the Generality is nothing more or less than a tac-
tical product of the necessities of the present moment, both
political and military and is not by any means an end in itself.
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This Conner! is >.! medium throin/h letncli we ought to begin
the rerom! fou irhich irr mean to earn/ through to its utmost
( > i n s e ( i u e i : c c s . a coii>-cil which ioe gradually transform accor-
ding to the demands of the revolution until its total disap-
pearance.

The conneil of the Generality is a political experience winch
ire are obl'(/ed to attempt to-day, but which, if it jails lo-
morow. will leare our political prestige unblemished, since at
the appearance of tlie very earliest symptoms of counler-revo-
iii'ioiiari; decomposition, we will be the /iris to put the working
class on their guard against it. We have entered this Council
witli cur full personality, with our whole program, -with our
flag flying, in the service of the proletriat. But the day when
th,b Government turns away from a revolutionary course, or

w-h'n H inclincf; conwi'ousiy or unci»!:;rinnsly >'>r, art!-. ; ."// ' /
bourgeois policy <nir! ideas, the I'. O. IJ. M. >i'ii! un 'nif•rliai-'iy
iriliidrn'i) all collaboration and erase' to form ;/<•/;•/ of it.

We arc rot struggling to defend this power irh.'cli. by the
charac/fr of its structure, is bound' to disappear. Ij. by (he.
lime we, finislt. the war, our socialist aims hare, bmi reached.,
the petty bourgeoisie, as a. class will already disappeared. Tli.e
petty bourgeoisie is not the bourgeois class, it is only llic public
instrument of l.lie ruling class. If we triumph, and triumph as
Ih.c proletariat, the petty bourgeoisie will be assimilated by
the workers. If we jail, it will attach itself to the bourgeoisie.
Its economic fc./e is in our hands. I t cannot take the, power
as the ruling clasi, because, its moment i'u lus'tory har, already
passed by.

Collectivization of Industry in Catalonia
One of the most important problems of the revolution

behind the lines is that of the'collectivization, of the means of
production and exchange. The success of the working class in
the new social order depends to a large extent upon the solu-
tion of this problem.

There are two opposite tendencies which express themsel-
ves in the approach to this question. One holds that it is neces-
sary to win the war before treading the path of socialistic re-
form, that is to say that they wish to maintain the «status
quo» as before the 19th of July. They desire to compensate
the capitalists who have lost their property.

The other tendency, that of our own party, holds that the
armed struggle of the workers against fascism, at the front
should be synchronized with the revolution behind the lines.
Our delegate to the Economic Council of Catalonia, interpre-
ting the line of our party, proposed that no compensation
should be paid to the former owners.

Whilst the P. S. U. C. and the Republican Left upheld the
compensation, the P. O. U. M. and the C. .N. T. believed that
the only compensation to the former owners should be «oppor-
tunity to work, or if unable to work, social insurance, under
the same conditions as other workers)).

The C. N. T.. or Anarcho-syndicalist delegates, agreed in
principle to our proposal, and promised to join with our re-
presentative in opposing the bill but afterwards changed their
attitude and voted in the opposite direction. The bill was fin-
ally passed, backed by the Left Republicans, the U. G. T. (So-
cialist. Unions), the P. S. U. C. (the Socialist-Communist Party),
and the C. N. T. This decree grants compensation to the
capitalists.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PREAMBLE

necessary to organize production and to direct it
into such a channel that the only beneficiary shall be the com-
munity, the workers, who will also assume the administrative
function in the new social order. This means a suppression
of the concept of rent which is not earned as a result of labor.
The system of social-economic organization of heavy industry
shall be collective production.

The substitution of collective for private property, as un-
derstood by the Council of the Generality, means the collec-
tivizing of the property, that is to say the capital, of large
enterprise, while allowing private property in consumption
goods and small industry to remain.

The revolutionary force of the working class, now arisen
in arms to crush fascism, leads to this change from the econ-
omic and social structure which hitherto existed. One of the
basic problems raised by this new situation is that of the
organization of production, which should put the productive
units into operation and regulate their activity according to
social needs.

But collectivization of industry means little if the growth
is not directed. Therefore the Economic Council was charged
to discuss the foundation of an Indusrial and Commercial
Credit Bank which would give aid to collectivized industry. It
was decided to group industries into large concentrations, so

as to assure the maximum returns and to get the best advan-
tage from foreign, trade. In addition, the Council was entrusted
with the study of the formation of a research organizatin that
would give technical assistance to collectivized industry, thus
assuring the maximum of efficiency and progress for industry.

THE DECREE.

Art. 1. Industrial and commercial enterprises in Catalo-
nia shall be classified into a) collectivized enterprises in which
the administrative responsibility shall rest with the workers
employed there represented by a Workers' Council, and b)
private enterprises in which the administration is in charge of
the owner or manager, with the, cooperation and financial
control of the the Committee of Workers' Control.

Art. 2. All industrial and commercial enterprises shall be
forcibly collectivized if employing over a hundred workers, as
well as those smaller than this whose owners have been declar-
ed fascist or have abandoned the enterprise. However, en-
terprises of less than a hundred can be collectivized upon the
agreement of the majority of workers and the proprietor.
Those with 50 to 100 workers can be collectivized, upon the
agreement of three quarters of the workers. The Economic
Council can grant collectivization to any other enterprise
whose importance to the national economy would not warrant
private management.

Art. 10. The administration of the collectivized enter-
prises will be in the charge of a Workers' Council chosen by-
the workers in a General Assembly.

Art. 11. The Workers' Councils will assume the duties and
responsibilities of the former Boards of Directors and Man-
agers of the corporations. They will be responsible in their
administration to the workers and to their respective General
Councils of Industry.

Art. 12. The Workers' Councils shall take into account
in the fulfillment of their commission that their productive
operations shall fit into the the general plan of the General
Councils of Industry, thus coordinating it with production as
a whole.

Art. 20. The Workers' Council can be fully or partially
relieved of its charge by the workers, meeting in General
Assembly, or by the General Council of Industry, in case of
obvious incompetence or resistance to the policy laid down
for them.

Art. 21. In industries and businesses not collectivized
Committees of Worker Control must be created.

Art. 22. The Committee of Workers' Control shall control
working conditions, finance and production in collaboration
with the owner and technicians.

Art.24. The General Councils of Industry shall be formed
as follows: four representatives from the Workers' Councils,
eight representing the trade unions in proportion to the mem-
bership of each of them.

Art. 25. The General Councils of Industry shall draw up
general working plans of their various industries, leading the
Workers' Councils and shall be charged with the regulation
of production as a whole.
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A r t . 2(1. Tht1 decisions reached by the General Councils
of Industry shall be executive orders, b inding all Workers'
Councils a:\ p r iva te enterprises.

Art . 27. Each General Cor.ncil shall keep in touch with
the Economic Council of Catalonia to whose policies it shall
adapt i t s e l f at all t imes.

Art. 35. Once the inventoried credit balance of any f i rm
has been, established and the debits deducted, it wil l be regis-
tered with the Economic Council of the Generality, in order
th . i t the balance, if any, may be placed at the credit of the
braoliciary «as a social compensation)).

Ar t . 3;v In making this compensation a d i sc r imina t ion
shall be made between the claims of foreigners and th'1 c'aims
o! Spanish owners, whether I hey be Public Savings and Loan
I'.iM i t u t inns. Credit Banks, private persons or Spanish com-
panies. Fur this purpose, claims wil l only be eonsideied in
cases whero ownership dates before July ]9 th.

Art. 37. The social compensation for the foreign owners
shall I-.,' f u l l y n cognised by the Generali ty. Its va lue shall be
cs tMiated in Spanish money.

A r t . '58. The compensation for Spanish owners shall be
snsp.nuled for later determination.

Ar t . 39. For the small industries and commercial esta-
blishments already collectiviscd before the publication of this
decree, the Economic Council shall study and propose a just
social compensation. To that end. the Economic Council shall
be open to receive the claims of the interested parties up till
November 30th.

THE PROPOSALS OF THE P. O. U. M.

The decree proposed by the P. O. U. M. representatives on
the Economic Cor.ncil was the same as the above measure
passed by the Generality, with the following exceptions:

1. Article 35. does not say «as a social compensation)).
2. Articles 36. to 39. were dropped and instead, the P. O.

U. M. decree read: «Art. 36. The property claims of foreign
subjects shall be evaluated and «paid» in Spanish money».

3. The P. O. U. M. decree included an additional section
outlining an ((Industrial and Credit Bank of Catalonia to
attend to the needs and requirements of collectivised industry)).

THE STALINISTS AND HISTORY
In the Spanish edition of ( ( In terna t ional Press Correspon-

cloncc» the Communist or^an, appears a-i ar t ic le eorranr. ' inorating
the .second anniversary of the events of October. 1031. The ar-
ticle, which is signed by the Centra! Committee of the Spa-

nish Communist Party, begins, «Touay marks L \ v , ) year;-, sin-
ce the Spanish people rose in arms to defend the democrat ic
republ ic ayaints fascisrn».

It is incredible that the Communist, Party should t.'.vist hisl.o-
l i c fac ts ir, this fh' .urant manner . Who was i i v/ho l r i "d to '; '••
fend the rlcmnei a t ic republic, in i'.i'.\-\'! I,errou:-: and r ; i j ]!_'></,<•:,,
and all those who brought Hie f u r e i r M i iev. .f i r ¥ ; i - - add A?',or.;
to Spain to shoot the As tu r i an miner:-:. A j j p a r - : ; i ' ; / ; ; , > • Com-
munists have forgotten tha i the A . s t i i r i a n miners set up a
commune wh'.eh earned socialization much f u r t h e r i h a n do>-s
I he preset t revolut ion. T h e miners \v< re not. de f end ing Hie <•;•• -
mncra t ic republic for the simnle reasons t . i i a l . a f t e r t h e i , j . - . - - ; ' iy
repression of the Astur ian movement, the same rej ,ub!if s t i l l
continued to govern w i t h Zamoras, Lerroux and Iloble•;. These
men who spilled so much blood of t h : - Communist workers
in Spain were the pillars of the so-called ((democrat lc» regime.
Only the Stalinists seem to be ignorant of these facts. How can
the members of the Third International tolerate: their leaders,
who distort one of the most glorious pages of history? The rea-
son for this distortion is made plain in the same manifesto.
They repeat, «the enemy is the same as in October 1934». Has

nothing happened during the last two years? Is not the .strug-
gle today more vital and terrible, this time not for or against
the democratic republic, but a fight of the whole proletariat

and peasantry against international fascism?
The Stalinists still call out for a regular army to defend

the bourgeois republic. This will not be 'a red army of workers
and peasants fighting for the socialist revolution but a force
to be used to uphold the bourgeois state apparatus. This is a
policy which cannot be understood by the working masses oi
even by the rank and file of the Communist Party, but it i:,

accepted by «good» Stalinists.
Just as the Catholics have always falsified history to suit

the faith of their followers, so the Communist Party today
asks its members to close their eyes to the truth.

The Mil it ia and the Unif ied Command

The necessities of the struggle, felt more sharply every
day, have forced the organizations directing the fight against
fascism to decree a general mobilization and a training of re-
serves. This act has put into concrete terms the need already
recognized for a unified command of all the militia at the
front.

These developments in Catalonia coincide with the mobi-
lization decreed by the Madrid government to reinforce its army
and to convert the militia into the regular army of the
country. For this reason the mobilization in Catalonia and the
move toward unifying the command have awakened misgivings
among the militant revolutionaries, who from the start have
been struggling heroically against armed fascism.

Militant revolutionaries cannot allow themselves to be con-
verted overnight into plain soldiers. They cannot put themsel-
ves under a military discipline which has nothing to do with
the revolutionary discipline of the organizations corresponding
to their political ideals. In their role as revolutionary workers
they want to know exactly what their situation is to be once
militarization has been decreed, and what will be their future
relations with the new military command. Their attitude is
absolutely right.

If we were .lacing an imperialist war, or simply a civil
war between two factions of the bourgeoisie and the revolu-
tionary workers had gone in on the side of one of the factions
as representing a comparatively progressive element, they would
not have compromised their organisations in the affair. In

either of these cases they could act with complete independence.
In case of an imperialist war they would act. to provoke a
defeatist situation in the army of their own country; in case
of a bourgeois civil war they would try by means of their class
organizations to pass over and beyond the most advanced
bourgeois fraction in order to displace it and themselves take
over the direction of the revolution. This is the situation as
we found it in Russia in 1917, admirably turned to advantage
by Lenin and Trotsky in order to carry through the proletarian
revolution to triumph ."or the first time in history. Certain
aspects of this situation are similar to the concrete circumstan-
ces facing Madrid today. Although we may say that a govern-
ment with a workers' majority exists, it does not guide the
country according to a program of revolutionary action. That
is to say that it does not fight fascism like a workers' go-
vernment with advanced ideas, but simply remains within the
narrow limits of bourgeois democracy.

Is the situation the same in Catalonia? Not by any means.
It is true that petty bourgeois factions are represented in the
Catalan government, but for better or worse they have allied
themselves with the workers in the struggle against fascism.
For this reason the government does not fulfill all our aspira-
tions. We have never denied wanting a strictly working class
government, the more so since the name of ((workers' party»
is not always the guarantee of a clear revolutionary position,
as sufficient examples in Catalonia and Madrid go to show.
But even if the present Catalan government is not entirely
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working class, still it was formed under revolutionary inspira-
tion It was not created in order to rein in the revolutionary
action of the masses, but to guide this action and give it new
legal forms which would mak-e impossible the rebirth of any
of" the old bourgeois democratic formulas.

These guiding principles must be applied to the organization
of the army (whims on the front under the control of this
governement. The militias cannot be transformed into an army
under exclusively mili tary control while tho control of the
workers' political organizations is discarded. This would mean
taking such a backward step that the sacrifices made by the
workers in this .struggle could scarcely be just i f ied. ' I t would
be against all the postulates of the organizations with the
greatest revolutionary responsibility. In plain terms, we refer
to our parly the P. 6. U. M. and the C. N. T. and the F. A. I.
These organizations have said clearly at onc time or another
that they will not allow the struggle which the proletariat is
waging against the bourgeoisie, backed by military and inter-
national fascism, to be considered merely as a struggle against
fascism wihout 'ulterior consequences. Simultaneously with
our victory in the present struggle must come the triumph
of socialism, or else our sacrifices will have been in vain, and
that cannot be tolerated by the revolutionary workers of Cata-
lonia.

However, the prolonged nature of the struggle and the
technical perfections which the fascists have at their disposal
(thanks to the daily aid they receive from Hitler and Mus-
solini under the «neutrality» pact) have. forced us to change
the somewhat anarchic organization of our workers' militias.
There must be an absolute unity in the military command,
doing away with the personal initiatives which have existed
in the various units.

But we must say again that, given the composition- oJ the
Council of the Generality and the declaration which it made
at its formation, this unity of military command need not be
taken to mean the denial of the political character of the
militias in their new structure. Under no condition must the
military technicians be in absoute control of the combattants,
irrespective of the revolutionary organizations which have made
possibe the heroic effort which the working class is making
to crush fascism and carry though the social revolution.

In military questions there must be complete obedience to
the technicians, who in turn cannot act except under the di-
rect control of the organizations which lend life to the army
by the force of their revolutionary ideals. In the political do-
main there must be complete exclusion of the military influence
which sooner or later would be bound to turn the combattant
into an automaton and absolutely remove his revolutionary
will. If this should ever happen, we could say that the army
of the revolution was dead and that, in an enormous backward
step, we have allowed our revolution to place itself on a plane
of fighting for democracy, a character it has never yet had in
Catalonia.

These are' the indispensable premises for the new organi-
zation. They are the guarantees which the revolutionary wor-
kers have the right to exact. Otherwise our party, which puts
the triumph of the revolution above everything, would find
itself divorced from the new trend- of events, as would our
comrades of the C. N. T. and the F. A. I., since they are also
organizations which have not laid aside their revolutionary
class principles.

RADIO P. O. U. M.
The P. O. U. 3VI. broadcasting station is Radio Barcelona

E. C. P. 2., wave length 42 metres. There are broadcasts in En-
glish every evening except Sundays, from 6.40. p.m. to 7 o'clock.

All comrades who listen-in to P. O. U. M. broadcasts are
cordially invited to send comments and criticism to this office.
It will help the organisers to know how the P. O. U. M. radio
program is received in other countries.
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Some views from the Madrid and Aragon fronts. CenteL p Q u M militia sends another coiumn to the fnnt

from Madrid. Above: Ai,ured train near Madrid

The English Bourgeoisie a£st the Spanish Revolution
«Comrades, we know that you are no our side, and we

know how many proofs you have already given of your solid-
arity. But we need more proofs and more help still, and we
demand your aid for the total s emancipation of the working
class of the world.»

Gorkin's message to the working class of England and the

facts of his detention by the English bourgeoisie in their
attempt to break the bonds of proletarian solidarity while
giving their full support to fascism, ought to be printed across
the front page of every workers' newspaper, plastered on every
boarding, branded into the brain of every reader until it is
fully undestood that the English bourgeoisie — like the

bourgeoisie everywhere, is U , L ! r i< nu <>\r , m < i i , , . / : , : ' , , ! . ; . h < :
oppressor of the pro le tar ia t , ana i h ; * : , ;.;;•.: i . o ; ; - . : . : < j vr,- . < - • ;
pact h: ! , . 1 ; ' cu 1'or ;he:n one more p r o ; j i , : ; , ; < • way o; < • ; - - . . . -
the proletariat, in the interests of the OV.T,I;,:; <:\;.::.^.

As far as England is concerned, the n e u t r a l i t y pact :/.;iy
not have been a .screen for sending arms to \.l.c. r . ' he l !a:,r:i:,u.
but it has beeu the excuse fen- s t and ing by to le:. the o'.her
bourgeois powers do .so, at the .same; t ime as very e f f i c i e n t l y
tying the hands of the English proletariat and at tempting to
prevent their solidarity with the people, of Spain.

All readers know by this time of the disgraceful detention
by the English poliee and the Government of our rornrade
Gorkin, when he landed in Knglar.d to adrirf . is Uu- r ; i i - .c i i . \
working-class. This act of s t i f l i n g a r n a n i f e s t a t . o n of prolet-
arian .solidarity between England and Spain was c o m n : i : . L - - c i
only a few weeks a f te r tlv English police force had c l - - . i r . - d
the streets by violence in favour of a fascist ma ,mfc : ; l a t .o ; !
under Oswald Mosley. Only at thr last moment , \vhen t i > < -
proletariat, massed in their thousands OH the street, in sp.u-
of the repeated charges of the mounted police, p l a i n l y showed
that Mosley and his pro-Hitler, pro-Mussolnu Biackshirts would
only march through the East End of London over a, barricade
of human bodies, was the Government cowed into calling oif
the march. The proletariat would have shown the same iron
will this time, but the police and the bourgeoisie were in a
position of advantage. Before his friends could reach him,
our comrade Gorkin was hustled into a cell where he was
guarded under lock and bar by a detachment of police until
an aeroplane was fetched especially to take him off English
soil. The efforts for his release made by Comrades Fenner
Brockway and McNair who are in a position to demand certain
rights from the reactionary British Government were of no
avail. The English bourgeoisie knew the enthusiasm with which
the presence of Comrade Gorkin, bringing the message of the
Spanish people, would be greeted by their working class, and
they were determined not to allow their position to be
menaced.

But the British proletariat were not to be entirely cheated.
In his cell, comrade Gorkin wrote them the following message:

«Workers of England, neutrality at the present juncture
is a crime against the proletariat. Hitler and Mussolini have
not remained neutral. They have helped Spanish Fascism, both
before and after the beginning of the civil war, both before and
after the signing of the non-intervention pact. In exchange
for war material to win the Spanish civil war Franco has pro-
mised to give the Balearics to Mussolini and the Canary Islands
to Hitler, and will allow Morocco to serve as a field of operations
for Italo-German Fascism the day a world war breaks out.
Franco stands for war and fascism -throughout Europe. The
English goverment, in their hatred of the struggling Spanish
proletariat, close their eyes to this fact, but proletarian and
Liberal opinion in England must realise the great danger
implied in a victorious Spanish fascism.

The proletariat must not tolerate the criminal attitude
of the imperialist government. They must not tolerate it
because they represent the cause and the future of human
liberation, which is being compromised at the present time.
Comrades of England, we need your help, your support. You
cannot allow fascism to assassinate us without interference.
You must defend and save us and then we can save the world
proletariat from the spectre of fascism. To do this, you must
give us arms in abundance and money to buy them. Send us
these arms! Collect this money for the militia-men .fighting
so courageously on all the fronts throughout Spain.

The reactionary press announces our cause as lost. Already
it has given out the fall of Madrid. But, on the contrary, Ma-
drid is struggling heroically to defend itself. Its fall cannot be
easily brought about. The proletariat of all Spain and of the
the world is fighting side-by-side with the proletariat of Madrid.
The problem is not the need of men and fighting courage —
both men and courage abound in Spain. The problem is war
material. We need aeroplanes, tanks and cannon to fight
against the aeroplanes, tanks and cannon of Mussolini and
Hitler, to defeat, fascism in Spain and then, strong in our
victory to destroy European fascism with the help of the world
proletariat. We must have arms, arms arms! The Spanish
proletariat asks for them in defence of the world proletariat.))
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In a previous number of THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
wo have dealt, wi th the agrarian problem in Catalonia. It wil l
now be necessary to give some supplementary information con-
cerning agriculture in Spain.

In Spain there are .M). 182.000 acres of cult ivated land. Of this
area, 5.860,000 acres are divided into 5.127.000 holdings; on an
average this comes to less than one and one fourth acres per
holding. On the other hand, 18,740 propietors occupy 22.250,000
acres; each holding; in this case being on an average 1,250
acres. Finally. 907 landowners monopoli/.e 3G.250.000 acres which
is on an average 25.COO acres per estate. Let us add, by way of
comparison, that 498.000 proprietors possess but two and a
halt' acres of land. These figures mean that less than a
thousand landlords are in possession of five times as much land
;LS 5.000,000 small cultivators.

In Castillo, the Levant, Andalusia and Estramadurj, the
percentage distribution of cultivated land (because there are
still vast regions entirely uncultivated* is as follows: 33 % of
the owners have less 'than 250 acres, 67 % have more than
250 acres. The large owners occupy then at leats two thirds
of the cultivated land.

As we have indicated in a previous article, agrarian reform
was never achieved under the republic. In spite of the promises
made, the violent opposition of the great land-owners was
too big an. obstacle for the feeble Spanish republic. Then came
the fascist revolt. The peasants supported the working class
in he July events and later bravely took their place by the side
of their comrades on the battle fields of the civil war. The re-
volution in the country and in the small peasant villages had
its repercusions in the agricultural sphere. The peasants who
had fought against fascism tad gained rights which had sat-
isfied their desire for freedom.

We have given examples in Catalonia of the large estates
abandoned by their owners being confiscated by the peasants
and collectivized. The working class political organizations and
unions, fully aware of their duty toward their allies the
peasants, aided and even initiated these changes in ownership.
This was besides an integral part of their program of revolu-
tionary transformation of Spanish society.

In the Levant, a rich region producing fruits and rice, the
question was solved in the same manner. All the orange pro-
duction has either been collectivized or else submitted to ope-
rating plans perfected and controlled by workers' and peasants'
organizations. The export of oranges this year is assured by
an export committee of orange production which has made
connections in France and elsewhere with the large scale im-
porters. These measures adopted and achieved by the initiative
at the workers received legal sanction in Catalonia and the
Levant.

The Economic Council of Catalonia particulary placed

among the first items in its program the coll; i - r . ivi /a t ion of
the land. The end in view i.s not only to m a i n t a i n past leve.-.s
of production but to reorganise a g r i c u l t u r e .so t h a t a d f f i n i t o
advance can be made over the old urch;i:c sy.slrms of the
former landlords whose principal method was t h e employment
of an abundance of manual labor paid with starvation wages.
This explains besides why the Economic Council of Catalonia
has refrained from imposing on the small pea?-.,mt owners th/jv:
measures of .socialisation which would "nave p a r t l y ch-foa^-d
the task undertaken, by harming the morale of UK- countryside
as well as h i n d e r i n g production.

One can understand that livre i.s ;t err L a i n a m o u n t of
resistance from the .socialist viewpoint to the u n f o r t n n a U ; div-
ision ias opposed to collectivization; of tin: large r.',ta!,<'.s. But
looking at it from this same point of view it is m-cf •.<; .<• ;iry to takf
measures which, while .satisfying the aspirations of the
peasantry also open up the extraordinary possibilities of agri-
cultural production. Authentic estimations have shown that by
adopting modern methods of agriculture in Spain it would be
possible to support a much larger population in comfort.

The government of the republic has not shown the same
haste in giving satisfaction to the small cultivators. Some time
ago it adopted a tardy measure which may, however be regar-
ded as the first step to the agrarian revolution. This measure
only deals, for the moment, with those owners who have par-
ticipated in the fascist movement.

The «Gaceta», the offiicial organ of the government of the
republic, publishes the following decree from which we give
some extracts.

Article I. The expropriation of the estates belonging to
persons or corporations taking part directly or indirectly in
the revolt on the 18th of July against the republic is hereby
authorized to take place without compensation.

Article II. In order to determine what persons are af-
fected by this measures there will be constituted a local Com-
mittee consisting of trade union and workers representatives
with delegates from the Popular Front. This committee will
draw up the list of these proprietors who, having supported
the rebel movement by money, etc., are liable -to be classed
as fascist enemies of the republic.

Article IV. The peasants in the locality or immediate
neighborhood of the confiscated estates will be entrusted with
their working and with the returns from them according to
certain regulations, which can be summarized as follows; large
estates are to be handed over to the peasants' organizations
in the locality. The members are to vote on the question of
collective cultivation. Small holdings confiscated under the
decree are to be given to the peasant or peasants working the
land. Collectivization of separate small holdings is to be en-
couraged.

The Anarchists and the Land Question
In general it seems that the Spanish Anarchists have

postponed the immediate acheivment of anarcho-communism
which means the Suppression of all forms of government. Under
the influence of the other workers and peasant parties they
are accepting every day and in all spheres, measures designed
to assure the transition from the capitalist to the collectivist
society of the future.

Th following is an extract of a resolution of the anarcho-
syndicalist peasant-unions at their congress which met at Bar-
celona from the 5th to the 7th of September.

«The small peasant owner, tied to his piece of land, regards
his holding as part of his own life. We believe that he views
with distrust anyone who wishes to deprive him of his land,
even with the motive of bettering his conditions. Therefore we
bring forward the following proposals.

«1. To proceed with the establishment of the collectiviza-
tion of land in such a way -that the small owner would not be
deprived of his land. In order that the small proprietor shall

not sabotage our work or become our enemy, we recommend
that the private cultivation of land should be respected in
principal. However, nothing should be done that would obs-
truct the development of land already collectivized. We are
convinced that mechanical, chemical and technical methods
of production will be better brought about by the example
furnished by the collectivized centers, than by forceful methods.
With less effort; greater production will be obtained and a new
era of life will be opened, raising the cultural standards of
the workers.

»2. All expropriated land will be administered by the
trade unions and workers collectively for the benefit of the
union members and, indirectly, of all land workers.

»3. The trade unions will control -the production and
purchase of the supplies necessary to the small ower who
still continues to cultivate his land as mentioned above.

»4. Co-ordination between the the trade unions and the
collectivized centres, in order to ristribute the available sup-
plies of labor to those centres lacking hands.»
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THEY DEMAND A PLACE AT MADRID

Upon the grounds tha t it is dominated by the Socialist,
Par ty and denies par t ic ipat ion to trade union forces, the Anar-
cho-syndicalists ( t h e C N T.V- are now asking for representa-
t ion in the Madrid Government in proportion to their nuinbrrs.

For some t ime row. the C. N. T. through its press, has been
advoca t i ng the construction of a National Defense Junta to
take over all governmental power. In it, would bo represented
all poli t ical and trade union organizations which are at pre-
sent taking part in tke armed struggle against fascism. In
spite of all the tenaci ty of the C. N. T. the proposal for a Na-
t iona l Junta has not been accepted by the other parties com-
posing the present government. Now it appears that the C. N. T.
is no longer making a definite issue of the nomination of a
National Defence Junta, and that they are willing to partici-
pate in the government even in its present form.

The press of the C. N. T. in Catalonia, however, does not
speak out sufficiently clearly. It states the problem in such
vague terms that it seems as though the C. N. T. is merely as-
king for participation in the government, based only on the
numerical forces which they possess as representatives of the
Spanish working chiSvS. That is to say. that they ask to enter
the cabinet without stating upon what footing nor in accor-
dance with what program.

In our opinion, it is not simply a question of the C. N. T.
and other working class forces, which are not represented in
the government, coming in and takirg part in it. It is a ques-
tion of the whole composition of the government and the pro-
gram it intends to carry out. For us, the name •—National De-
fense Junta— is of no importance whatsoever. The only things
which matter are its content and its achievements.

It is to you, workers of all countries, that these articles are
addressed. You understood, at the very beginning, that the
struggle of the workers in Spain is not only our class war. The
emancipation of the Spanish working class will be the eman-
cipation of the workers of the world.

Workers of the world, you have a duty towards us.
Every hour, every moment, you must fight for definite sup-
port for the Spanish revolution.

You must boycott deliveries of arms and munitions to the
rebels.

You must force your government to abandon its false
neutrality policy. The whole world knows that the fascist
countries of Germany, Italy and Portugal are supplying the
fascists with arms.

We demand the right to purchase arms in the open mar-
ket. We are waging a fight on behalf of the whole internatio-
nal proletariat. This is your fight as well as ours.

HELP US!

THEIR AGREEMENT WITH THE HOC IA LIST-COM MtJ-
NLTS IN CATALONIA

An agrcemprt to work together has been michf-cl between
the C. N. T, F. A. I.. U. G. T. f i n d P. S. U. C. This fad )3
very important to the course of the r evo lu t ion , s i ru i f : it, sup^o"".'-,
n harmony ol act ion in C a t a l o n i a bel-wrcn i:v two trad1"- un ion
orcani/.ations and the two par t if: , which (:;v i i i r : m p o i i l x - a ; ,n:>
p i r a t ion.

It serins to us that the program which U K - V iia.v<: o;.!,abli-
shcd is aiming at s t r rng thf r . ing l.hc Council of the Gonrrality
and tying the decisions and ac t iv i t i e s of the- trad'1 union orga-
nizations to it. Although they do not admit it, they seem to
imply that the Council, in its present composition and struc-
ture 'discussed in our bulletin of October 2k i t ) , -ough t to per-
sist throughout the revolution. The problems of the now or-
gans of power and the new structure of the social order arc
forgotten.

The pact is a flagrant contradiction of the position which
the C. N. T. has held; on the other hand, it is in direct agree-
ment with the opinions defended by the P. S U., which consist
in guiding all the revolutionary impulses of the working mas-
ses within the limits of the bourgeois democratic republic.

Their first point can have no other effect, since it particu-
larly says, without leaving room for any doubt, «We have con-
tracted a formal promise to carry out the agreements and de-
cisions of the Council of the Generality and will bring all our
influence ard the aparatus of our organisation to bear upon
helping the application of this promise)).

Both through «Solidaridad Obreraw, the organ of the
Anarchist trade unions in Catalonia and «C. N. T», th^ir _ < : ! ' -
ficial organ in Madrid, the Anarchists have repeatedly :>i.-r.. ri
that there must be no confusing of the issues of the Spanish
revolution. Nevertheless, by the agreement announced yester-
day, the whole workers' movement remains tied to the worn-out
state machine of the petty bourgeoisie. This strengthens the
republican state and practically prevents the development of
the new bodies which have risen out of the revolution and those
which, like the trade unions, already existed.

Due to the necessity of the struggle against fascism, we
have beer forced to accept direct participation in the Council
of the Generality. But this collaboration only means to us a
transitional stage on the road to the formation of an entirely
working class government. Our slogan is: ((Proletarian democra-
cy through a workers government; committees of workers, pea-
sants and soldiers ar.d a constituent assembly)).

Subscribe to «The Spanish Revolution*
The price is two pence or five cents: i-t may be ordered

from The Independent Labour Party, 35 St. Bride St., London
The Marxist League, 238 Edgeware Road, London W 2.
The Socialist League, 3 Victoria S., London.
The Labor Book Shop, 28 E. 12 t-h. St., New York City and
The Y. P. S. L., 549 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Or you may write direct -to us at 10 Rambla de los Es-

tudios, Barcelona, Spain.

Without revolutionary theory
No revolutionary practice
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Trotsky and the Press
Comrade I.iOon Trotsky has determined to call a case for

slander acainst a Norwegian communist newspaper and an-
other fascist paper. He protests against telegrams published by
them with regard to the Zinoviev trial. The notices accuse
Trotsky of having taken part in organising the assassination
of Kirov and preparing various attacks on other Soviet leaders.
Thus the lying attacks of the. bourgeois and Stalinist press
against the great revolutionary continue.

Finance and Fascism
The Huelva district, where the greatest Spanish copper

mines are found, was occupied by General Mola's troops
towards the end of August and since then the exploitation of
both mines and workers has been resumed, with a consequent
rise of 25 per cent in the price of stock in the Rio Tinto
company. The Rio Tinto company is located in Lombard
Street. London, and has a capital of 3,750,000 pounds. The
president of the Rio Tinto is Sir Auckland Geddes, so that the
attitude of the London city press towards the civil war gives
us no surprise. The House of Rothschild also holds considerable
interests in mines and metallurgical enterprises in. Spain, as
does the powerful Societe Miniere et Metallurgique de Pen-
arroya, with its central office in Paris and a capital of
309.375.000 francs. It need therefore scarcely astonish us that
there are quite a large number of financiers who are willing to

make the same kind of sacrifices as Juan March who is fina-
ncing the Spanish rebels.

E S

Czechoslovakia
In spite of the fact that this government, has forbidden

collections in aid of the Snanish struggle, the workers in Pra-
gue continue to hold meetings and raise money in our favour.
In the course of a few days. 5 000 crowns have been collected
•there. In. Pressburg, 2740 crowns were collected. A football
team from Germany which came here to play an international
game took advantage of the opportunity to give 100 marks to
their class brothers in Spain.

Italy
In spite of all Mussolini's vigilance, the workers of Milan,

Genoa and Trieste daily distribute leaflets and handbills which
explain what is going on in our country. The secret police
find it quite impossible to stop this revolutionary propaganda.

Germany

Rebuilding Spain
A Basque government has recently been established com-

posed of the Basque nationalists and workers forces. The
province of Valencia has also asked for autonomy. This situat-
ion still has to be legalized. The same autonomy will be given
to the rest of the peninsula when it is completely in our hands.

What does it mean? It means that the former structure
artifically overcentralized and against the facts of history,
geography and the need of economic development, like so many
other things, has been outgrown by' the progress of the re-
volution.

It was the old classes and the old castes which founded
this artificial national unity which they have disrupted by
their own insurrection.

The infamous Gestapo have arrested more than 70 wor-
kers in a factory at Aix-la-Chappelle for having sent money
to their brothers in Spain.

Belgium
More than a million francs have been collected here. A

«day for Spain» has also been organised.

Switzerland
«The World Writers League for the Defence of Cultures

have condemned, in a special telegram, the systematic stran-
, gling of the free will of the people which they believe to be
the result of the so-called non-internvention policy.

Listen in on Radio P. O. U. M.
We are on the air with English broadcasts every night except

Sunday at 6: 40 to 7 o'clock, Spanish time, 42 meters short wave.

Our American and Canadian comrades IMPORTANTNOTICETO OUR READERS
Comrade B. J. Field, of the United States and comrade

W. Krehm of Toronto, Canada, have spent a few days with
us on their way to the International Congress against War
and Fascism which began in Brussels at the end of October.

These two comrades, who are the delegates of the League
for a Revolutionary Workers Party, have brought the expres-
sion of the solidarity of the working class of America and
Canada to the Spanish working class, together with money
collected to help us in our struggle.During their stay, Comrade
Field spoke to the workers of England and the United States
from the P. O. U. M. broadcasting station.

McNair for Spain
Our comrade McNAIR, of the I. L. P., will soon be with

us here again. The POUM have great pleasure in welcoming
him. back, especially as he has been so active in England in
the cause of the Spanish proletariat and their struggle against
fascism.

Many of our readers have written to us about questions regarding
the situation here. We find it impossible to reply personally to all the
enquiries made, but we intend to devote part of our space to answering
these queries in our future issues. We invite our readers to write to us
on any question connected with the Spanish Revolution. We shall do our
best to clarify the situation.

Address your letters to:

«Spanish Revolution»
10, Rambla de los Estudios ' BARCELONA
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The C. N. T. and the Madrid Government
During the last twenty-four hours an event of such impor-

tance has taken place that the whole face of the Spanish sit-
uation may be changed. We refer to the entry into the Madrid
government of three responsible members of the C. N. T. and
the F. A. I.

The collaboration of the anarcho-syndicalists in a go-
vernment, even to the extent of abandoning the scruples
which they showed as to name at the time of taking part
in the Council of the Generality of Catalonia, means that,
although our Anarchist comrades may not be giving op their
libertarian principles, they are at least allowing them to be mod-
ified by reality.

We would congratulate the anarchists if we thought that
they had taken a step towards the path which would lead
them to collaborate with other workers' organisations for the
establishment of a proletarian regime without petty bourgeois
admixture. If this rectification had come at the proper time,
the objective circumstances in Catalonia would have been such
that it would have been possible to form an entirely working
class government for an earlier victory over fascism and for the
realisation of the revolution.

As it is, we greet the entry of our comrades of the C. N. T.
and the F. A. I. into the Madrid government with pleasure but
without complete satisfaction. Up till now we have given
our support to the idea of their e n t r y , and have joined
with them in their attitude. Now we fear that the hasty
solution found to the difficulty —due to the strong pressure of
the fascists on Madrid— will not make of the new Government
at Madrid the Government needed for the revolution, but only
a broader Popular Front Government.

When the government of the Generality of Catalonia was
formed we were not satisfied. We desired the formation of a
workers' government based on the revolutionary organisations
of the masses. However, we accepted a place in the Coun-
cil because it was formed by a workers' m a j o r i t y , and
because it made a declaration in its entirety that it would do
nothing to put a brake on the revolutionary impulse of the pro-
letariat, but would, on the contrary, guide it towards the re-
volution. As we have said before, the day it forsakes the path
of this policy, our collaboration will come to an end, since for
us it is not merely a question of sharing out ministerial ap-
pointments (if it had been, we should never have accepted the
proportion allotted to us), but a question as to whether it was

possible or not to give a greater impetus to the revolution from
the Government of Catalonia by affirming the positions we
had already gained.

On the constitution of the Madrid Government, the same
circumstances as those attendant upon our entry into the Coun-
cil of the Generality with the C. N. T. and the F. A. I. have not
been forthcoming. Neither the government itself, nor the presi-
dent in its name, have made any declartion of a change from
its position in the defence of bourgeois democracy. They have
not announced any change in their critical attitude towards
Catalonia, or against the continued existence of an army which
gives such preponderance to the military caste.

The C. N. T. itself has of course made a declaration of
principles in face of this collaboration.

«English is hard to understand, isn't it?»
«Yes. for instance, take «neutrality»; you spell it one way, and pro-

nounce it another and it means something quite different.x>


